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Mage guide skyrim

In Skyrim, anyone can become a pure mage. However, there is still a difference between playing as a mage and being the best mage anyone can ever hope to be, from start to finish in The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim. The character choosing to play as a pure mage, one who wants to ditch armor and weapons for the capabilities of large arcane, could be as
simple as selecting the right foundation; also known as race. The most efficient breeds in Skyrim, both effective and compatible for the Arcane arts, are High Elf, Dark Elf, Breton and North. Each of these breeds has special skills worth mentioning, especially the Sea Elves and Breton. Both the High Elves and the Breton are perfect for magic-based
constructions thanks to several skill bonuses and special abilities. High Elves Get +10 Illusion, +5, Modify, +5 Conjugation, +5 Destruction, +5 Feeric, +5 Restoration in Qualifying Bonuses. They have special Highborn skills that regenerate their Magicka faster for 60 seconds once a day and Fortify Magicka, which is a passive increase of their Magicka of 50
points. Bretons receive +10 Conjugation, +5 Alchemy, +5 Modification, +5 Illusion, +5 Restoration and +5 Speech in Skill Bonuses. They have special Dragonskin skills, which absorb50% Magicka from hostile spells for 60 seconds, and magic resistance, which gives them a 25% resistance to magic due to their blood bangs. Bretons can also make excellent
warriors, so switching it during Skyrim gameplay is no problem at all. Helgen and beyond when a player starts a game as a mage, the best possible armor he can wear immediately is from the dead novice mag, next to Spark Speak Tome, inside the cage, which the player can lock-choose openly. The hood increases Magicka by 30 points, while the clothes
increase Magicka regeneration by 50 percent. The player then goes beyond Helgen until faced with a small bandit camp to loot and explore the wilderness for enchanted items and take as much as they can. The player would also like to head over to the Guardian Stones, and activate the mage stone, which will give the player a 20 percent boost in learning
magical skills. Enchanted Objects The enchanted objects that the player collects or buys may be disappointed, so the feeric top level. The player should rob as many enchanted items as they can, and de-delight them, unless the item is valuable or something that the player can use. Items without enchantment can be sold for Gold in Skyrim. Spells required
When the player arrives at Whiterun and meets Farennar the Court Wizard, they can now buy spells from him with the gold they won in Skyrim. Is good to stick to the necessary spells instead of spending everything the player has for more tomes. Firebolt is an excellent choice for a basic startup spell. State Allocation As player progress in level, Magicka
should be the focus for about 80 80 from the time spent leveling in Skyrim. Qualifying points should not be thinned across qualifying trees, the player must focus on at least three. The best skill trees to focus on are Conjugation, Modification, and Destruction because they can open up opportunities to level up effectively without grinding. The player could cast
Flesh spells to compensate for the low defense rate that the mage has. Players can also summon the Atronachs and then fight with spells of destruction during the battle. Mage Guild and the best Mage Armor Player should finish the Story of the Mage Guild early and get the best mage armor in Skyrim, which is Robe Archmage. It offers a 15 percent discount
on the cost of Magicka for all spells, +50 Magicka, and +100 percent Magicka Regen. I'm David Zermeño. I love video games, especially RPG, RTS and MMORPGs. I'm a pro-gamer and reviewer of many popular titles. This guide provides everything you need to create a great mage character. Photo by Kenneth DM via Flickr (CC BY 2.0) Why play as a
Mage? In the skyrim world, most of the inhabitants are warriors, thieves or archers. The magi are few and far between. That's why being a mage in this earth can be a real challenge. Although, when made it right, it's an incredibly rewarding and fun way to play this game. Of course, whether you're a struggle, healer, or pure mag, ultimately, it all comes down
to the question, are you good at it? With this guide, you'll learn new tips to improve battle tactics with better tools, spells, skills and attributes. In Skyrim, the advantage of each class is the flexibility of the system. You can modify a build just by clicking on a different perk or wearing different armor. This gives you a lot of options: not least is the choice between
building a Pure Mage or a hybrid class. You just have to be a little familiar with the game for this tutorial to do wonders for the gameplay. Playing a mage can be hard but super fun. It just depends on your skills and your level of patience. Note: I'll explain the lifting method with an X/Y/W style. For example, if I say that every 10 levels you should use 5 points
on Health, 3 points on Stamina and 2 points on Magicka, this would be a 50/30/20 (in percentages). An Altmer (High Elf) mageMike Prosser (CC Share) Which races do the best Magi? Certain races make better magi than others. Read on to find out which one! AltmerElfii de mare begins with a +10 in Illusion and +5 in Modification, Conjugation, Destruction,
Feeric, and Magic Restoration Schools. This type of advantage is amazing for any Magic. Altmer are the best option for a player willing to take the risk of being a Pure Mage, but they can also be good as Battle Mages, Conjurers, Wizards, Necromancers, Dark Knights and Paladins. They lack a good defense compared to other races, but you can sacrifice
some damage damage some armor, or apply a magical defensive spell. BretonBretons get a +10 in Conjuration, +5 in Modify, Restore, Illusion, Alchemy, and Speech. This is a valet of all magic race trades, which makes them particularly good for Mage hybrid classes. They can also absorb the magic attack thanks to the Dragonskin racial spell, making the
Bretons more enduring against magic users. Bretons are good as pure magi, but they are the most dangerous and powerful when played as one of the hybrid classes. You can choose to make a bangs a more durable class, such as Paladin, Death Knight, Wizard or Magi-Assassin. In my personal experience, they also do great Battle Mages, although this
can be a tough task. DunmerDunmers, also known as The Dark Elves, begins with +10 in Destruction and +5 in Alchemy, Alteration, Illusion, Light Armor, and Sneak. Mastering them in Destruction Magic makes them very dangerous at the beginning of the game and can cause serious damage to the hand of a good player. Dunmer are hard to level as magi,
but with patience and perseverance, they can be real champions. They are best oriented like Wizards or Magi-assassins.In Skyrim, you can create a unique combination of skills. Kenneth DMTypes by MagicIn Skyrim, there are six schools of magic. You can create a unique combination of skills, attributes, and tactics from any of them. There are also mag
classes that include skill combinations. You can take the basic build skill of one of these classes and adapt it to the style of play. Schools of MagicSkillsConjutationSummonumons magical creatures and weapons. DestructionInnocent elemental magic, would be fire, frost and shock. RestorationCreation and magic life force. Used for healing and defense.
AlterationAuzes the barriers and spells that alter reality. Illusion: Manipulates the enemy's mind to cause fear or confusion. Feeric Adds magical effects to weapons and armor. Types of MagesThere are many ways to combine magic schools into a good mag build. Here are the six most popular types to build for a mag: Mage BuildsPure Mage Battle Mage
Conjugation-Oriented Illusion-Oriented Destruction-Oriented Restoration/Alteration-Oriented a Dual-Wield Spell in ActionNowGamer1. Pure MageThe Pure Mage is building the base for a magically oriented character. This construction focuses heavily on magic and mostly ignores the use of weapons or armor. We recommend relying heavily on Magicka and
the use of spells with a single enchanted dagger and a couple of magical staff for backup. Offence: Most of the pure mages use destruction and magic conjuation as offense and restoration magic as a backup. This gives you the option to use magic with two or one-handed spells. Of course, always have a handy staff for backup and cause additional damage.
Defense: In this building, you can use light armor with modification for defense, or you can go hard-core purist and not any armor at all. This will be a challenge at first, but using these armor points for magic and spelcasting will pay off. Leveling: You'll need all the magic for this build! I recommend leveling Magicka/Health/Stamina in a 60/20/20 ratio. It's
important to be patient! At first, you'll die a lot, but when you get used to the rhythm of being a mage, you'll be unstoppable.2 Battle MageThis build is a hard one to master. It's very fun, but it requires some serious planning to get the right balance of skills. A battle mage in the right hands can destroy everything. They are known to be a Jack of all trades,
simultaneously mastering the power of arcane and physical combat. This build is based on a magical mix/battle. When your spells are from Magicka, then your faithful weapons are ready to fight, unleashing powerful attacks. Offence: Some builds recommend having a dual-wieded spell ready at the beginning of the fight, but personally Prefer to play with a
one-handed/personal weapon in one hand and a spell in the other hand. Be sure to use Smithing for upgrades in weapons, and always try to have the best one-handed weapons available. With one hand and Destruction are the main sources of damage, with Magic Conjugation as a backup. Defense: Use heavy armor as protection, with enchanting for
additional damage in armor and weapons. Restoration will come in handy for support, both for healing you and your party members. Leveling: This compilation requires a leveling in health / Stamina / Magicka with a ratio of 30/30/40. When you reach level 200 in Magicka, change your balance to 40/40/20 or 50/30/20. This guy's got a complete Dwemer armor
set. Mike Prosser (CC Share and Adapt)3. Conjugation-OrientedThis build is useful for players who don't know to be agile with their mages. The Conjuring School gives you access to powerful servants. These minions do additional damage, provide support, and are great for tanking. The necromancer and knights of death tend to use the greatest conjugation
for additional support in battle. Necromancers are more fragile because of light armor, but suffer less punishment resistance. The knights of death, on the other hand, use heavy armor, making more use of resistance, but also making them ideal tanks for fighting near quarters. Offence: With one hand and destruction are the main sources of damage, Smithing
for upgrades in weapons (always try to have the best weapons with one hand available). Use Feeric for additional damage in armor and weapons. Defense: Use heavy armor as protection and restoration for support. Leveling: (For a Necromancer) Magicka / Health / 60/20/20. For a Knight of Death: 60/20/20. When the magic reaches 200, switch to 20/40/40.
Always have a handy staff for backup and cause additional damage! Bethesda4. Illusion-OrientedIllusion is a difficult build that requires a lot of game knowledge. The magic of illusions is usually limited to support and crowd But some masked wizards known as Magi-Assassins can use this type of spell to diminish enemies in the field and end the battle with
destruction and magical conjugation. This is a very fun build, although it can be frustrating at first. You have to be good at Sneak and pay attention to tactics. The correct spell against the enemy itself can make a big difference with this construction. Offense: One-Handed and Destruction are the main sources of damage, with Illusion for crowd control.
Defense: Light Armor lets you speed and flexibility with Sneed for undercover combat motion. Leveling: This compilation requires a leveling of Magicka/Health/Stamina of 60/30/10. 5. Destruction-OrientedThis is the classic build for almost everyone in Skyrim. It provides complete damage and movement on the battlefield, allowing you to evade attacks and
destroy the enemy as quickly as possible. It's very fun at first, but it can be a bit monotonous in subsequent levels. Offense: You can Dual-Wield Destruction Magic for max damage and choose between Conjuring or Modification for Defense Support: Light Armor for Defense and Restoration for Healing, especially in Dangerous Situations. Leveling: This
compilation requires a leveling of Magicka/Health/Stamina 60/20/20. WARNING: This construction requires a good tank as a companion, because the magic of destruction is very noisy and attracts the attention of several enemies, sometimes causing a mess on the battlefield. The three types of destructive magic are frost, fire and shock. YouTube6.
Restoration/Modification-OrientedThe almighty healer or buffer of every game. In this case, using Restoration/Magic Alteration will bring death only to the undead and vampires in the game. However, if you create a Paladin, you will be a master in buffing yourself with Magic Alteration and Restoration of Health and Stamina. Add the appropriate advantages to
Magic Restoration and wield a magic blade with the support of Conjugation or Destruction. You will find this is a fun way to play and means that you can endure a lot of damage. Offence: With one hand and destruction are the main sources of damage. Use Smithing for upgrades in weapons. Always try to have the best one-handed weapon available.
Defense: Use Heavy Armor as protection, restoration/modification for support, and enchanting for extra power in armor and weapons. Leveling: This compilation requires a leveling in health / Stamina / Magicka in a ratio of 30/30/40. When you get to 200 in Magicka, change your balance to 40/40/20 or 50/30/20. Recommended Mods First, I will recommend to
download only mods from Nexusmods.com, is a trusted page with many options and services to manage and update Your. Top 10 Mods for MagesApocalypse - Magic of Skyrim by Enai Siaion: This mod adds 155 high quality spells to Skyrim, giving magic schools many more options to engage in battle, restoration and even summon different minions to fight
You, this way is a must in your game. SkyUI by SkyUI Team: This mode is not focused only for magic is a general upgrade to the game, this stylish new, PC-friendly and easy-to-use UI is very useful when you need to manage multiple items, weapons, and spells, this mode has made improvements in the original interface style making it easier to use.
Ordinator - Perks of Skyrim by Enai Siaion: There are many ways of overhauling the talent trees of Vanilla Skyrim in NexusMods, but I will recommend this because of the easy scripts and easy-to-use interface and options, this way will not drastically change Vanilla Skyrim like other revisions, this way in place will already update known talent trees and solve
some problems with synergy and utility. It's an amazing way and the perfect option if you don't want to change a lot of vanilla Skyrim sensation. This mode also adds more utilities to magic schools, making spells stronger and working with more synergy between schools. Immersive Arms of Hothtrooper44: If you are looking to be a powerful and powerful
mage, you can not use the common and basic tools from Skyrim vanilla, you need new and exciting tools, Hothtrooper44 made a compilation of mods tools and it is amazing, you can find more than 55 sets of armor from cloth to plate , incredible new helmets, shields, capes, scarves and more! This mode is very useful when you are looking for battlemage or
paladin builds, you can find unique styles for these options. Immersive Weapons by Hothtrooper44, Ironman5000, and Eckss: Like immersive Arms, Hothtrooper44 and company made a way with more options of new and unique weapons, i always recommend this, because Vanilla Skyrim really has few weapons options, this way expands weapon styles and
even make new ones to create new builds for your character. Alternative Start - Live Another Life by Arthmoor: If you have already played Skyrim, you will understand that the worst thing to do and the alternate character is the beginning, this mode makes the beginning of a new character much more enjoyable, without sacrificing immersion and lore, you will
find more options to start the new adventure and even you can start as a vampire or necromancer Each starting point add something unique to your story and there are some unique race starting points. WARNING: This mode is not recommended if you are new to the game. Captivating patrols of Scrabble: This mode adds fully functional patrols throughout
Skyrim right from DLC's, this provides a lot of immersion to the game, you will sometimes find patrols and warzones between the faction while you're on your adventures, it's very clean and simple, but adds a lot of life to the game, mostly on the roads and even cities and villages in the open world. Falskaar by AlexanderJVelicky: This mod adds 20-30+ hours
of content, this is a non-official, non-official DLC, it is so well done and with a lot of effort in design, soundtrack, and fully expressed experience, it is really the best NON-OFFICIAL DLC, if you are looking to conquer a new piece of land, this mode will give you a new adventure and new challenges to complete. Immersive Citizens – AI Review of Arnaud
dOrchymont and interesting NPCs by Kris Takahashi: if you have good performance processor, then I will recommend these modes, this adds many NPCs and an upgrade to their AI, making everyday life more interesting, You'll find from beggars asking charity around the market, to the hunter in the wild tracking their prey to sell it in cities, this mods in
combination are incredible, warriors will engage you in hand-to-hand combat, while archers and mages will try to keep their distance in battle, and if they can't they will engage in melee instead of hitting the bow or you will throw a minion to keep you busy while looking for a more strategic place. All unofficial Skyrim patches: you will find a legendary Skyrim:
Edition, Vanilla Skyrim, Dawnguard, Dragonborn, Hearthfire and high resolution patches, this is always recommended mods to any game, even if you don't want a Skyrim Modded, I will encourage you to download this patch, they repair and remove several bugs from NPC's, quests, battles, enemies and events during the game, they are not in #1 position, but
they are a must in every game. The best companionsLike a mage, you must have some good companions with you. Here are some of the best fit to be your partner as a mage in Skyrim.Lydia: She is the first to fight you on your journey and is valuable in the first missions. Lydia is very useful for magi because she is a very good tank in battle. You have to do
a search in Rorikstead before you can fight alongside him. Aela: Available with Companions, she is a master in remote attacks. Perfect for varied support for magi. The funniest comrade and famous for being silent and deadly. Specializing in Sneak, he can deliver deadly blows against your enemies in battle. It's available on a series of missions in the Dark
Brotherhood. You have to let him live if you want to be a companion. Bartender: Follower of the dog. Barbas is useful because it can be used alongside the Dark Brotherhood Initiate, making a double combination of bodyguards. Find him near Falkreath, where you will begin the search for a Lord Daedra. Carrcio: The most famous and intelligent AI expert in
the game, this companion is inside the Bee and Bard in Riften. He is perfect for a double combination of magic, making your destruction even stronger in battle. J'zargo: Very powerful Khajiit with an amazing dual casting in Destruction He is also able to wear heavy armor, making him a powerful Battle Mage. Mjoll Lionessa: Simple. Mjoll is is Barbarian
warrior, making it the perfect tank in the game. A rewarding BuildBy character by following this guide, you can build your own powerful mage character in The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim. The class may be more complicated than others, but having a well-rounded mag is incredibly rewarding and fun. Please feel free to provide feedback, vote up, or comment
about experiences and adventures! Questions &amp; Anwshesion: I play a pure stealth mag, no armor, evoked weapons, and destruction when found, why isn't this on the list? Answer: In the world of Skyrim you can find more than 120 archetypes of classes, I mentioned more popular, but thanks for your comment, I'll edit my article to add it after I do an
online research about mage.© stealth 2013 David ZermeñoCommentsJazz on May 13, 2020:Great article! We put together a guide to a pure mag build that people could also find useful: on April 8, 2020:I are currently running a pure mage run challenge where all I can do is use magic spells, not weapons, not even personnel. I can only wear robes, hood,
circle, jewelry and boots and gloves without armor. I also put the limitation of no weapon tied, either, for further challenge. I'm rather enjoying it, even with all the limitations. Andy on March 10, 2019:Dont the level of waste on resistance. It will be completely useless when you have respite and wounds almost completely restores the resistance bar. You also
omitted the swhomsword, which is light armor, handed over onr, and restoration. If you base an entire character on Illusion, modification, or restore you are not going to do very wellJordan on December 10, 2018:Are these modes available on Xbox as well? Someone online said no, but I don't fully believe that. Poppy from Enoshima, Japan on November 26,
2018:I've always played as a north in Skyrim, although thanks to the Thieves Guild I've always come to specialize in stealth and archery. I recently started playing again and made a Dunmer character focusing on magic (but also with one hand). It's hard to get used to, but I'm completely in love with the magic of destruction. There are a few things more
satisfying in battle than sending a hurtling fireball to your enemies. I also married Mjoll the Lioness this time. Although I'm avoiding bad quests like Dark Brotherhood, this playthrough is a lot of fun! Skyrim Pro on July 25, 2018:Legend, I really like the illusion because if in a place hard as a bandit, you can get the illusion of making them run away from calming
down. Legend on July 6, 2018:I really like magic conjugation, because you can just let you are servants distract the enemy in time heal and you don't really have to face enemies who are truly powerfulVrakjurn on May 31, 2017:Don't lie, play like a battlemage, but I still love to duel. Mix that with the assault of a fortress and some 80 80 It feels like you're a
book against humanity, being a m.f.ing wizard. Chongola on March 2, 2017:What about horse climbing? Wew on January 3, 2017:Yes, I do and I actually did. Recently, my sword reaches 600 damage with this trick for all those improve crafting gear and improve the gun with one hand gear.St. Crab on December 27, 2016:Does anyone still figure out the
loophole, which is Alchemy/Feeric??? You make a potion that makes the enchanting better, you delight a custom set of alchemy tools, and continue repeating the process over and over until you can delight a custom set of mage tools and cast all spells for free (eg: Enchant a hood, amelet, ring, and wear master robes of * enter your favorite magic school*
and if you've charmed you to the point where each piece reduces the cost of, say, Destroying to, say, 25%, then 25% [ring] +25% [cap] +25% [collar] + 22% of master robes = a total of: 97%. Laugh at the moment, even on Legendary.wiz on November 21, 2016:Having over 1300 hours of playing in skyrim, modded it hard, I used to play an assassin/thief and
double handle. But my mods make it kinda hard to fight alone against dozens, sometimes hundreds of enemies. Also, while playing all the time on legendary difficulty no matter how much armor I have or health, I've just been torn apart by enemies. But there are a lot of balanced magic mods that create new tactics and tricks for gameplay, and a few of them
are already in vanilla skyrim, so I started playing like a pure mag. Cam, I still have my snoak as a defense in the early game. But I literally can go and clear any dungeon in the game using only one magic school, as long as it's not modifying. Killing enemies with restoration or illusion, that's kind of fun. I always plan with no physical weapons and 0 armor, to
make the gameplay extra hard, but it's just enjoyable challenge. And after level 50 or so, I can absorb dmg better than any tank character in the game. I don't use any cheats or cheats as mods, in my opinion, but just combining possibilities makes you feel like cheating.. As having the most dragons way to grow dragons in the game a lot, then dragon soul
trading mods that allow me to convert souls for abilities or perk points, or just for health/resistance/magicka. yes, I know what you're thinking, can I die with 5k health right? No, having only 300 health is enough, all I need is a great magicka reserve to keep me protected from the spellscrafting spells. Not to mention my dmg output is huge, throwing a flash on
the dual cast not past 1k dmg, but still not much of a scratch some enemies, but that just means I need get creative. Of course, dealing with bandits is just spam master level illusion and spells of destruction combined with becoming shoutIan ethernal on November 17, 2016:Thank you, thank you, was very informative! Austinfett23 on October 18, 2016:Man, I
was really blown away by the lack of magical users in the world. I screwed up my first character when I started playing oblivion. Restarted with an Altmer mag because diversity in its usefulness. (Lockpicking and invisiblety) you choose very hard locks in a poof say. But levels are coming quickly on a big born, tho you're really underpowered at first folks, so
give him time, the rewards are awesome. I finished the game lvl 100 on all the magic schools. You're just untouchable. I play as a main magic user in any game I play now. Also, nothing beats putting a fire in a dragons ass while it is in the middle of the flight. I'm the one. Conji on October 12, 2016:It had a lot of fun with a conjugation build based on a conjured
2 hand Battle Axe and invocation combined with Mage armor. Just play the fun game of being a normal guy in normal clothes and all of a sudden, ... Bam... Demons to Scare You and Invincible Armor and Battleaxes to the Face of Nowhere :)David Zermeño (author) of Mexico on June 12, 2016:Thanks so much for checking my Hub CYong74 . I know that the
Magic fight in Skyrim Vanilla is awful, it lacks power and guidance, that's why I would recommend you get some Mods from Nexus, in this community you will find tons and tons of mods, some very useful others not so much, but you will find a tab with categories, look for MAGIC, and you will find Apocalypse Mod, the best review for reviewing in Magic Skyrim
giving you and all types of new NPCs of spells. Have fun :)I will also leave the link to the nexus: Geek in Singapore on June 7, 2016:I was trying to play a mag from the beginning, but inevitably I resort to melee. The latter usually being much more effective. :( I think some comments might even be in saying the game mage is somewhat underpowered. Skibar
on September 28, 2015:Excellent information. Thank! I'm trying to make a mage oriented towards destruction. But always carry with me a good shield, well It's not a common combination, but shield on the left and destruction on the right has proven me an excellent way to combat enemy warriors. Especially when you block deadly attacks with two-handed
weapons. By the way, would that be classified, a mage with a shield? xDThink would be very similar to Cap. America with their shield and without weapons. But as a mage, using destruction and conjugation. David Zermeño (author) from Mexico on January 15, 2015:Thanks so much for Ethan's feedback, it's great to see this kind of comments; I'll try to make
another 2 hubs, one about the stealtehier classes and range classes, and another hub about PC moddification for Ultimate Skyrim Game (still lore Ethan Digby-New on January 14, 2015:This was very interesting. Although Skyrim did not receive the best reviews, I enjoyed very much although I was more of an overwhelmed archer. Great Hub with a ton of
information! Papoy D Wizzard on January 9, 2015:Arch-Mage, simple, beautiful, I like it, but not very much :P anyway, thanks for the reply. About that guide, I'm not sure if I can tell you anything new. We started using only destruction and restoration (if necessary) and cast the armor mage before the battle. I wanted to use maokai, but I accidentally took perk
armor mage in the xd modification so I had to stick with the mage circuslet. And after I maokai, he's just collecting dust in Hjerim.After mastering Destruction and Aletration, I'm now relying as much as possible on conjugation (going kinda slow, just 30), and I have power lvled illusion. I made a witch advantage plan to take every scool. Destruction: all
advantages except runes. Aetration: all the advantages (had to xd)Restore:Novice-Adept, Ward Absorb, Regeneration (2 or theres just 1 can not rememb:3) , Necromage, Recovery (2), Avoid Death.Illusion: All perks (some1 who does not like does not need to take all but I like). Conjugation: Novice-Expert, Summoner (1), Atromancy, Elementary Potency,
Twin Souls (2 dremoras, no better companion)Sneak: Stealth (1), muffled movementWhat would i take,.. I was counting a long time ago, and I think to take all these advantages, one has to be LVL 65, but don't hold me for my word, just hates me to count again. There are 15 more advantages to use, and I was thinking, Feeric, or two other advantages in the
furtive: for easy footand silent roll, but it's all up to you. For the guardian stone they use atronach, aprentice would do the job, but despise the weak at magic. Shout: 1) Definitely Slow Time 2) Marked for Death 3) Aura Whisper (1 word, more are unnececary)Fire Breath, Frost Breath, Relentless Force of Situation. Oh, they're all situational. Nvm use witch u
prefer, there is no bad one. About Magic, Health, Stamina... I have 210 hp and 600 magic bout and 100 resistance, I have no special program, I simply go by need, I'm not sure it helps xd. Anyway, having 400 basic HP, and 720 magic basics is a nice idea for me, so I'm going to that. Arch mage mage maokai robe or mage circlet (witch will deside will u take 3
mage armor perks in Aletration) Arch-mage boots, gloves (dark elfs hands are ugly), ring and necklase of desire, I prefer the larger magic pool.P.S. Holds master spells from all schools is NECESSARYY, you are the most powerful mag in Nirin, and the game is not fun without certain dose play role. I hope this helps. David Zermeño (author) from Mexico on
January 8, 2015:You are a Valet of all trades or I would like to name him as an Arch-Mage, master of all magical sources. You can get it If you want, I can add your style in this guide as well if you give me some tips to make a nice guide.thanks for reading. David Zermeño (author) from Mexico on January 8, 2015:Thank you for reading, it is a pleasure to
community :)Papoy D Wizzard on January 8, 2015:If these classes are all,... THEN WHAT THE HELL AM I? I'm playing my magus with the dark elf. I'm 39 lvl and I have maxed destruction (all advantages except master rune) maxed aletration (1 left mag armor vark) ,.. My point is, that I maxed 2, witch combination: destruction aletration is not mentioned
here, things and now began to take all the perks in illusion and only those neccery in conjuratin (so invoking 2 dremoras would not be a problem), restoration (such healing me and comrades would be easier), illusion (my favorite and be able to calm these damn dragon prests). I just want to be good in every tree skill mage, and there's just no name for it.



Shalidor 2nd generation? Certanly all the mage-lovers guy in Skyrim tried to do sothin like this at least once, but I haven't seen any names1 yet. All-mage-skill-trees-mastered-type mag, I'd like to know the official name for it. Please:-3P.S. 2 perks in the sneak (stealth, muffled movement) some NPC are better not taken head-on from the very beginning, and
make that damn useful invisibility. NathaN on November 5, 2014:Ghear Guide!! Thanks for the advice. Sean H of the U.S. on August 25, 2014:I has always been a fan of the simple hack-and-slash warrior mode in ARPG because creating mage characters in Skyrim was a little too complex for me. But this article has opened the eyes in the field of different
magi in Skyrim. It's like we've achieved a bunch of totally new features in the game! Thanks for the article dude! Samuel Franklin on August 22, 2014:I always wanted to find time to play Skyrim as a mage, I made my way through my first playthrough as running a rogue/archer type class, but always wished I went on the mage route. I feel that traditional
destruction or conjugation is probably the path I would be inclined to take. Janus Joshua Angeles of the Philippines on July 12, 2014:Great! Link10103 on May 13, 2014:I have my enchanting up to 100 with almost no problem by using the black star Azura and a soul trap war. Now that I can have 2 spells on the elements, I can cast spells of infinite destruction,
along with infinite restoration spells, or any combination I choose now with just a set of items. Very interesting things to be able to throw the most powerful magic spells in the game for free ... Of course, I had to be first melee to get to that point. Roger Tyson on May 7, 2014:@Patrik Siljestam:In fact, with Feeric at 100, it is possible to get spells up to the cost
of MANA ZERO - in two different schools of magic. There are many tutorials about doing this on the net...... and makes your mage almost invincible. Patrik Siljestam on April 30, 2014:The best way to be a awesome is to get your enchanting skills up to at least 50 or preferably 75 and get Armor, Helmet, Ring and Necklace with The Fortify Spell that will
destroy you the cost of magic destruction by 15 - 20% per item. With 4 enchanted items, the cost will be reduced by a total of 60 to 80%, which will allow you to use as many spells of destruction as you want, making it easy to be a pure mag. John Fox from Richmond, VA on February 11, 2014:Thanks man! I've been looking at things about ESO. I would write
a hub on it, but I wont review it properly until it is released. I can't give justice while its in beta and about to be released in April.David Zermeño (author) of Mexico on February 11, 2014: The best thing about Skyrim are mods... I still play Skyrim and even Oblivion, also a lot of MMOs, including BETA Testing.John Fox from Richmond, VA on February 8,
2014:The best thing about Skyrim were mods. David Zermeño (author) from Mexico on December 3, 2013:Thank you for your comment, I'm glad to see that this article gives people some new ideas to create new classes and fighting styles. Thanks for reading. Jessica Peri from the United States on December 3, 2013:Thanks for the advice of Mage! I have a
Mage character and having a good idea of builds will make things easier. David Zermeño (author) from Mexico on August 11, 2013:Thanks ThatCoolKid, thanks for reading :)ThatCoolKid on August 10, 2013:Great article! David Zermeño (author) from Mexico on August 9, 2013:Thank you for reading :)Emily from the USa on August 7, 2013:Great infos,
thanks. David Zermeño (author) from Mexico on August 4, 2013:Thank you TopTenDeals! I also like Skyrim and I urgently need ESO, I need to review this game as quickly as possible. Thanks for following :)Jason Benedict from Boca Raton, Florida on August 3, 2013: Skyrim was fun, looking forward to Elder Scrolls Online! After you. for you.
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